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Abstract
A notion of effective gauge fields which does not involve a back-
ground metric is introduced. The role of scale is played by cellu-
lar decompositions of the base manifold. Once a cellular decompo-
sition is chosen, the corresponding space of effective gauge fields is
the space of flat connections with singularities on its codimension
two skeleton, AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ ⊂ A¯M/G¯M,⋆. If cellular decomposition
C2 is finer than cellular decomposition C1, there is a coarse grain-
ing map πC2→C1 : AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆. We prove that the
triple (AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆, πC2→C1 ,AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆) is a principal fiber bun-
dle with a preferred global section given by the natural inclusion map
iC1→C2 : AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆.
Since the spaces AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ are partially ordered (by inclusion)
and this order is directed in the direction of refinement, we can define
a continuum limit, C → M . We prove that, in an appropriate sense,
limC→M AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ = A¯M/G¯M,⋆. We also define a construction of
measures in A¯M/G¯M,⋆ as the continuum limit (not a projective limit)
of effective measures.
1 Motivation
The Wilsonian renormalization group is fundamental in standard con-
structions of quantum field theories. The notions of effective theories
∗yorch@matmor.unam.mx, claudio@matmor.unam.mx, zapata@math.unam.mx
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at given scales, coarse graining and the ultraviolet/continuum limit are
essential for that scheme.
There are important physical systems for which there is no natural
concept of scale which can be used to describe an effective theory as
needed by standard renormalization group ideas. Any system that in-
cludes gravitational phenomena is in this category of systems because
a scale is defined through a metric which in these cases is a dynamical
variable. Thus, a definition of effective theories and coarse graining
calls for1 an “extension of the concept of scale.”
We will study a novel proposal of effective theories and coarse
graining for gauge theories which emulates structures from lattice
gauge theory to situations that are free of a background metric. In
standard lattice gauge theory one works with a family of effective theo-
ries (labeled by increasingly finer lattices) describing the same system.
The key ingredient that fine tunes all these theories with observation
and with each other is a renormalization procedure.
General relativity can be formulated as a gauge theory, but if one
wishes to represent the diffeomorphism symmetry it is impossible to
use a single embedded lattice to host the theory. A solution to this
problem is given by the kinematics of loop quantization “which is a
lattice gauge theory for a lattice that is infinitely refined” (for a precise
statement see [2]). Since there was a single lattice – even if infinitely
refined – there was no sequence of effective theories that let one imple-
ment Wilson’s renormalization group and that in a continuum limit
selected a dynamics for the loop quantized theory.
A goal of our research program [2] is to provide a family of effective
theories connected to each other by coarse graining maps that average
away fluctuations and whose infinite refinement limit takes us to a loop
quantized theory. The dynamics of the continuum limit will be defined
only after fine tuning all the effective theories by a renormalization
procedure. The proposal is simple and natural in the context of loop
quantization. However, there is no claim of uniqueness; we know
other families of effective theories with similar structure. Physical
applications are still being developed. The most illustrative result at
the moment is that when the same ideas are applied to the Ising model
one recovers the standard renormalization by blocking. In addition,
an extension to irregular lattices of the the blocking and bond-moving
1It is of course possible to introduce a fiducial metric and use its induced notion of scale
to define effective theories and coarse graining. In fact this alternative has been developed
in recent years [1].
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procedure of Migdal and Kadanoff is natural in our framework [3].
A regularization procedure is included in our framework because
the configuration spaces of the effective theories lie inside the space
of generalized connections, A“scale” ⊂ A¯M . Thus any observable in
the continuum (cylindrical function) is automatically regularized to
an observable of the effective theory. This same feature lets us define
the continuum limit of the effective theories. For example, the vacuum
expectation value of a cylindrical function in the continuum < f >M
is defined as the continuum limit of the vacuum expectation value of
the same function evaluated in the effective theory defined at a given
“scale”, “< f >M= lim“scale”→0 < f |A“scale” >“scale”.” Our structure
should be compared with others using the restriction of the space of
connections to a fixed graph (embedded lattice) Aγ as the home for
an effective theory. In that case one would have to provide a separate
regularization of observables from A¯M to act on each of the spaces Aγ
contained in the sequence used to define the continuum limit. More
over, these family of regularization procedures would have to satisfy
compatibility conditions to define a continuum theory.
The specific goal of this paper is to present a geometrical study of
a family of configuration spaces of effective theories and of the coarse
graining maps that relate them to each other and to the space of gen-
eralized connections of loop quantization. The aim is to provide a solid
ground for implementing a Wilsonian renormalization in a framework
that is independent of a background metric. Eventually, this will serve
to define the dynamics (physical measure) of loop quantized theories
as the continuum limit of the dynamics of our effective theories.
This article has the following organization. The next section intro-
duces C-flat connections as effective gauge fields. It also studies the
geometry of a C-flat connection and of the space of C-flat connections,
as well defines the continuum limit C → M . Section 3 defines coarse
graining maps, studies the resulting geometry and writes an “exact
renormalization prescription” that links different effective measures.
Section 4 is about the action of diffeomorphisms on the spaces of C-flat
connections; it also defines a space of diffeomorphism invariant effec-
tive configurations. Finally, the appendix contains detailed definitions
of some preliminary material.
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2 A model of effective gauge fields
The access to only finitely many measurement devises implies that
only partial knowledge of the system is available. In order to have a
presumed state of the system in the continuum for each set of mea-
surements, one complements this partial knowledge with regularity as-
sumptions. A set of measuring devises and complementary regularity
assumptions “turn on” some degrees of freedom at a given “measur-
ing scale.” This intuitive idea of “measuring scale” is behind all our
definitions.
In this paper, the role of scale is played by cellular decomposi-
tions of the base manifold. Once a cellular decomposition is chosen,
there are regularity assumptions tailored to it. The idea is that in-
side each cell of the cellular decomposition the connection will be as
regular as possible. Ironically these regularity assumptions take us
to distributional configurations: configurations that are not smooth
connections but generalized connections. The particular kind of gen-
eralized connections that we work with are flat everywhere except for
the codimension two cells of the cellular decomposition. The available
observables at this “measuring scale” are holonomies along the links
of a lattice constructed from the cellular decomposition.
Definition 1 (C-flat connections) A generalized connection is con-
sidered to be C-flat, A ∈ AC-flat ⊂ A¯M , if and only if its restriction
to each cell of C is flat.
Notice first that the cells of a cellular decomposition are disjoint, cα∪
cβ = ∅ if α 6= β. Thus, there are many non flat connections which are
C-flat.
Also notice that in the context of generalized connections the con-
cept of flatness is phrased in terms of the path independence of parallel
transport. With this in mind our definition may be clear as it stands,
but the following characterization in terms of the holonomy maps in-
duced by C-flat connections is most useful in the rest of the paper.
The presence of a cellular decomposition C induces a natural equiv-
alence relation among directed paths. Two oriented paths γ1, γ2 are
defined to be C-equivalent, γ1 ∼C γ2, if the two sequences of cells (of
any dimension) induced by traversing the curves coincide.
Lemma 1 AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ can be characterized as the subset of gener-
alized connections modulo gauge transformations, A¯M/G¯M,⋆, whose
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elements are those and only those which satisfy
[A](γ1) = [A](γ2)
for any two closed oriented paths based at ⋆ ∈M which are C-equivalent
γ1 ∼C γ2.
The proof of this lemma is a simple application of the reconstruction
theorems [4] to our context.
In the rest of this section we will talk about three different subjects
in corresponding subsections. In the first subsection we will describe
the geometry of single flat connections; in the second we will elaborate
on the space AC-flat, and in the third we will present configuration
spaces that are relevant for the continuum limit in our framework.
2.1 Geometry of a C-flat connection
A good starting point for studying the geometry of C-flat connections
is the previous lemma; by using it, it is easy to see that the “regular-
ity” assumptions yield generalized connections that may not even be
continuous. Consider, for example, a smooth deformation of a given
closed curve. According to our lemma, once a C-flat connection is
chosen, the holonomy of the curve would be independent of the de-
formation unless its C-equivalence class changes. At that point of the
deformation process the holonomy may experience a drastic change.
Moreover, since G¯M,⋆(AC-flat) = AC-flat and G¯M,⋆ includes discon-
tinuous gauge transformations, we see that even the gauge equivalence
class of an everywhere flat connection has representatives which are
not continuous.
However, the distributional nature of our connections modulo gauge
is of a very tame type. Essentially they are the familiar spaces of flat
connections with “conical” singularities along the codimension two
skeleton of C. To see that this is the case consider a small loop con-
tained in a single cell of maximum dimension and deform it continu-
ously until it crosses one codimension one cell. The holonomy along
the loop before the deformation was the identity and after the de-
formation it is still the identity because the loop is C-equivalent to
another loop constructed as l = c−1◦c (where c is an open curve start-
ing in one maximal dimension cell, crossing a codimension one cell,
and ending at another maximal dimension cell). Then the codimen-
sion one cells cannot host curvature singularities. However, drastic
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changes in the holonomy during continuous deformations may result
from crossing (or hitting) cells of codimension greater or equal to two2.
This observation is formally stated as a direct corollary of lemma 1
and the reconstruction theorems [4].
Corollary 1 For any [A] ∈ AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ there is a unique (up to
fiber bundle equivalence) smooth bundle Φ over M − C(n−2) and a
representative A ∈ [A] such that
A|M−C(n−2) ∈ A
∞
M−C(n−2),Φ.
Moreover, in this domain its curvature is defined and vanishes.
One can expect that the topological charges that characterize the
topology and geometry of such singularities will play an important
role when investigating the dynamical properties of certain types of
fields. Within our framework it would be natural to choose stronger
regularity assumptions to make the space of effective configurations
at scale C the space of C-flat connections with a restricted type of
topological charges at the singularities.
2.2 Geometry of the space of C-flat connec-
tions
The spaceAC-flat is infinite dimensional, but we can expectAC-flat/G¯M,⋆
to be finite dimensional because flat connections modulo gauge do not
have any local degrees of freedom. We will show that this is indeed
the case by conveniently characterizing gauge equivalence classes of
C-flat connections in terms of lattice gauge theory connections.
The starting point is again lemma 1. Observe that the lattice dual
to C contains representatives of the C-equivalence classes of “most”
curves, but not all. Hence the space of connections on a lattice dual
of C has almost all the holonomy information in AC-flat/G¯M,⋆, but
some is missing. Then we complete the dual lattice to include curves
C-equivalent to curves passing through cells of codimension bigger
than one; call the resulting lattice L(C). By definition oriented paths
in L(C) label C-equivalence classes of oriented paths in M . In the
case of simplicial cellular decompositions L(C) is the one skeleton of
2In our framework also the holonomies along curves that pass trough singularities are
defined. In some contexts these non generic curves may be regarded as not important.
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their barycentric subdivision, L(C) = Sd(C)(1) (see the appendix for a
definition). In the following figure we present another simple example.
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Figure 1: Construction of L(C)
An embedding EmbL(C) : L(C)→M can be used to define a new
fiber bundle with (one dimensional) base L(C) starting from the fiber
bundle (E,ϕ,M). The new total space would be ϕ−1(EmbL(C)[L(C)]),
and projection ϕ|EmbL(C)[L(C)]. Apart from pulling back the bundle,
EmbL(C) pulls back connections from A¯M to the space of connections
on the new bundle, Emb⋆L(C) : A¯M → AL(C).
Clearly not all embeddings are of our interest. To maintain the
meaning of directed paths in L(C) as representatives of C-equivalence
classes of directed paths in M we restrict ourselves to representative
embeddings. These are embeddings EmbL(C) : L(C) → M such that
the inverse image of any oriented path in M is their corresponding
C-equivalence class.
We denote the groups of based oriented loops on M by PM,⋆; we
also denote the induced group of C-equivalent classes of loops by PC,⋆
and by PL(C),b (EmbL(C)(b) = ⋆) the analogous object in L(C).
Note that for any representative embedding
EmbL(C) : PL(C),b → PC,⋆
is an isomorphism independent of the choice of representative embed-
ding (with EmbL(C)(b) = ⋆). Thus we also have the natural isomor-
phism
Emb⋆L(C) : Hom(PC,⋆, G)→ Hom(PL(C),b, G),
where Hom(PC,⋆, G) is naturally embedded in Hom(PM,⋆, G).
Using the reconstruction theorems [4] this can be stated in a more
familiar language as follows: there is a natural isomorphism
Emb⋆L(C) : AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AL(C)/GL(C),b
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which is independent of the choice of representative embedding EmbL(C) :
L(C)→M (with EmbL(C)(b) = ⋆).
It is important to remark that simplicity appears only at the gauge
invariant level; the space AC-flat is not isomorphic to a lattice gauge
theory configuration space. Working on infinite dimensional quotient
spaces is difficult, but we know that the complications must be inessen-
tial. This motivates us to study the same spaces in a partially gauge
fixed context. It can be thought of as a strengthening of our previous
regularity assumptions with extra gauge fixing conditions.
Once a local trivialization is chosen, we can assign group elements
to holonomy mappings of open paths. Using this fact, a partially
gauge fixed version of the space of C-flat connections is easily charac-
terized as follows:
we say that A ∈ AC-flat,A0 if and only if the generalized connection
A ∈ A¯M is such that the holonomies along any (possibly open) ori-
ented paths are equal, A(γ1) = A(γ2) ∈ G, whenever γ1 ∼C γ2.
The space AC-flat,A0 depends on the local trivialization. It is more
convenient to say that it depends on an auxiliary flat connection A0
(the one induced by the local trivialization). Using this notation it is
clear that generic gauge transformations do not leave it invariant, but
g(AC-flat,A0) = AC-flat,g(A0). The gauge transformations that do leave
it invariant form a finite dimensional subgroup of the group of gauge
transformations denoted by GC,A0,⋆ ⊂ G¯M,⋆. We can also define this
space of residual gauge transformations in terms of the local trivializa-
tion as composed by gauge transformations such that g(p) = g(q) ∈ G
whenever p and q are in the same cell.
It is clear that, after the partial gauge fixation PA0 : AL(C) →
AL(C),A0 , these spaces of connections can be parametrized by the as-
signment of group elements to C-equivalence classes of paths, or more
conveniently to paths in L(C). Then the local trivialization induces
isomorphisms AL(C),A0 ∼ G
N1 and GL(C),A0 ∼ G
N0−1 where N1 and
N0 are respectively the number of edges and vertices in L(C). In
this way a local trivialization puts
A
C-flat
GM,⋆
in correspondence with
GN1/GN0−1, where GN0−1 acts by the relevant adjoint action as in
the gauge transformations of lattice gauge theory.
We remark that in principle our parametrizations ofA
C-flat,A0 and GC,A0,⋆
hold only inside the open set U where A0 is defined. We can choose an open
cover of M in which each open set is a union of cells in C, and proceed as
above for each open set. Then we paste all the local parametrizations with
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the aid of some transition functions. This strategy leads to definitions of par-
tial gauge fixing of A
C-flat and GC,⋆ that hold in all of M . For any choice of
transition functions we have a true partial gauge fixing; in the sense that the
resulting space contains elements of all the gauge equivalence classes. Thus
all the choices of transition functions are equivalent. This radical difference
with the theory of smooth bundles is due to working with G¯M,⋆. Since this
fact makes all the topological considerations almost trivial we will not be
concerned about them in the rest of this article.
Let us summarize the results stated above in the form of a lemma.
Lemma 2 The following spaces are naturally isomorphic:
AC-flat
G¯M,⋆
∼
AC-flat,A0
GC,A0,⋆
and
AL(C)
GL(C),b
∼
AL(C),A0
GL(C),A0,b
.
Additionally
Emb⋆L(C) :
AC-flat
G¯M,⋆
→
AL(C)
GL(C),b
and Emb⋆L(C) : AC-flat,A0 → AL(C),A0
are natural isomorphisms which are independent of the choice of rep-
resentative embedding EmbL(C) : L(C)→M (with EmbL(C)(b) = ⋆).
Thus,
AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ ∼ G
N1(L(C))/GN0(L(C))−1.
Our intuition about the lack of local degrees of freedom in C-flat
connections is realized in the form of an identification between the
space of C-flat connections modulo gauge transformations and a finite
dimensional quotient space.
Within the partially gauge fixed construction both gauge invari-
ance and diffeomorphism invariance are broken by the regularity as-
sumptions. However, note that the original construction does not
break gauge invariance, but still breaks diffeomorphism invariance.
In a separate publication we will construct an “extended” space of
effective configurations which admits a nontrivial action of the diffeo-
morphism group, and that after a partial gauge fixation yields our
space AC-flat [5].
2.3 Configuration spaces relevant for the con-
tinuum limit
Amost important element in renormalization is the change to a coarser
or finer scale, and a limit in which the scale is the smallest possible
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(the continuum limit). Thus, in any extended notion of scale used to
formulate effective theories there must be a relation that lets us know
if a measuring “scale” is finer than another one, and the limit of the
smallest “scale” must make sense.
Recall that the set of cellular decompositions of a manifold admits
a partial order relation that tells us if a cellular decomposition is finer
than another one (≤), and that this partial order is directed in the
direction of refinement towards “the finest cellular decomposition”
(C → M)3. This partial order is preserved by our assignment of
effective theories to cellular decompositions in the sense of “being
contained in” as subsets of A¯M or subsets of A¯M/G¯M,⋆. (Later on we
will use the notation iC : AC-flat → A¯M and iC : AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆ →
A¯M/G¯M,⋆ for the inclusion maps.)
Lemma 3 Our assignment of effective gauge fields to cellular decom-
positions respects the partial order relation. Namely, C1 ≤ C2 implies
AC1-flat ⊆ AC2-flat , AC1-flat,A0 ⊆ AC2-flat,A0
AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆ ⊆ AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆
and iC1→C2 will denote all the respective refining maps
4.
Now let us introduce some configuration spaces that will be the
kinematical basis of the continuum limit. First we present the space
of connections that are eventually C-flat (given the directed partial
order of the cellular decompositions). This space can also be seen as
the space of connections that are C-flat according to some cellular
decomposition.
Definition 2
A˜M = ∪CAC-flat.
3We remark that the directionality of the set of cellular decompositions holds in the
piecewise linear and piecewise analytic categories, but not in the smooth category. In
the extended framework (not partially gauge fixed with respect to the diffeomorphism
symmetry) the directionality property holds also in the smooth category [5].
4The injective map Emb⋆L(C2) ◦ iC1→C2 ◦ (Emb
⋆
L(C1)|A
C1-flat,A0
)−1 : AL(C1),A0 →
AL(C2),A0 , which is not really an inclusion, will also be denoted by iC1→C2 . Similarly,
at the partially gauge fixed level we will use the same notation for the maps induced by
the refining. The ambiguity should be resolved by the context.
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There are smaller configuration spaces labeled by a given triangulation
∆ of M that are also relevant for the continuum limit. These are con-
structed iterating the refining operation called barycentric subdivision
(see the appendix),
Definition 3
A˜M,∆ = ∪nASdn(∆)-flat.
We will see in the next section that A˜M,∆ can also be constructed as
a projective limit, while A˜M cannot.
The interesting property is that while each AC-flat captures very
little of the information stored in A¯M , both A˜M and ASdn(∆)-flat can
be used to approximate any generalized connection arbitrarily well.
Theorem 1
lim
C→M
AC-flat = limn→∞
ASdn(∆)-flat = A¯M
in the sense that the subset of generalized connections composed by
elements that are eventually in AC-flat (ASdn(∆)-flat) is A˜M (A˜M,∆)
which is dense in A¯M .
Proof.
While the restriction of two distinct cylindrical functions f, g ∈ Cyl(AM )
to some AC-flat may agree, it is a clear fact that if f |A˜M,∆ = g|A˜M,∆
then f = g. In particular, if f |A˜M,∆ = 0 then f is the zero of the
algebra Cyl(AM).
Now suppose that A˜M is not dense in A¯M . Then there is A ∈
A¯M and a whole neighborhood of it NA such that NA ⊂ A¯M − A˜M .
Thus, there is a non zero continuous function f ∈ Cyl(AM) such that
f |A¯M−NA = 0. In particular our assumption implies that there is a
f ∈ Cyl(AM) which f |A˜M = 0 while it is not the zero of Cyl(AM).
The contradiction implies that A˜M is indeed dense in A¯M .
✷
Although A˜M and its subset A˜M,∆ are both dense inside A¯M , in
the measure theoretical sense they are both small subsets of A¯M . The
formal statement at the gauge invariant level is the following.
Theorem 2 As subsets of the space A¯M/G¯M,⋆ equipped with the mea-
sure µAL, A˜M,∆/G¯M,⋆ and A˜M/G¯M,⋆ are thin sets.
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Proof.
The proof is a simple adaptation of Thiemann’s theorem on the sup-
port of the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure [6] (Theorem I.212).
We will construct a map
hs : A¯M/G¯M,⋆ → G
[0,1]
that will let us study “a piece of A¯M .” To make this possible we con-
sider G[0,1] equipped with a different topology and measure theoretical
structure than the usual ones. For the moment consider G[0,1] as a set;
its structure will be defined below to be compatible with the structure
of A¯M trough the map h
s.
Consider a one parameter family of loops based at ⋆ ∈ M , s(t) ∈
P⋆, t ∈ [0, 1], such that s(0) = id⋆ and s(1) is a holonomicaly non
trivial loop. Generalized connections assign group elements to loops,
A(s(t)) ∈ G. The latter can be seen as a function from [0, 1] to G,
or equivalently an element of G[0,1]. Thus, a one parameter family
of loops s(t) induces a map from A¯M to G
[0,1]. This is our map
hs : A¯M → G
[0,1].
Given a choice of finitely many points ti ∈ [0, 1] consider it as an
assignment from G[0,1] to some Gn. Thus continuous functions from
f : Gn → C induce cylindrical functions f{ti} : G
[0,1] → C. Clearly the
pull back of these functions by hs are cylindrical functions of A¯M . We
endow G[0,1] with the weakest topology that makes cylindrical func-
tions continuous and also consider these cylinder functions the basis
of its measure theoretical structure. Additionally, the push forward of
the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure is the natural homogeneous mea-
sure on G[0,1] endowed with this structure.
Consider the subset D ⊂ G[0,1] defined by those functions h :
[0, 1]→ G that are nowhere continuous according to the usual topolo-
gies of [0, 1] and G.
Thiemann proves that G[0,1]−D is contained in a measure zero set
of G[0,1] with respect to the homogeneous measure [6].
Our result follows from the fact that hs(A˜M,∆/G¯M,⋆) ⊂ G
[0,1] −D
and hs(A˜M/G¯M,⋆) ⊂ G
[0,1] −D.
✷
Given that our spaces of effective configurations are nested in the
sense of lemma 3, each AC-flat can be used to regularize (approximate)
any cylindrical function from the continuum or from a finer cellular
decomposition. This regularization is naturally performed by the pull
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back of the inclusion maps iC : AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆ → A¯M/G¯M,⋆ or iC1→C2 :
AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆.
Now we will define measures in A¯M as the continuum limit of
effective measures.
Definition 4 (Continuum limit of effective theories) Consider a
collection of measures {µC} (or {µn}): one measure in each of the
spaces of effective configurations {AC-flat} (or {ASdn(∆)-flat}).
When the measures converge, the continuum limit measure µM ,
will be a measure in A¯M defined by its action on cylindrical functions
as follows:
µM (f)
.
= lim
C→M
µC(i
⋆
Cf)
or
µM(f)
.
= lim
n→∞
µn(i
⋆
Cf)
for any cylindrical function f ∈ Cyl(AM).
Clearly the continuum limit of effective measures as C →M is a much
stronger condition than the limit using a sequence of refinements of a
given triangulation. The limit C → M needs that an effective mea-
sure be defined for any C and that different refinement sequences of
effective measures have the same limit. If our objective is to define
measures in the continuum, we should use the limit n → ∞ because
it is more economical, but the limit C →M has the advantage of be-
ing manifestly independent of any choice of “discretization” (refining
sequence).
The measures in finer and coarser effective theories should be re-
lated if they describe the same physical system. In section 3.3 we will
show how a finer measure is coarse grained to produce a measure for
a coarser effective theory. If in a given refining sequence the measures
at coarser scales are constructed by coarse graining finer measures, we
say that the measures are projectively compatible. In all these cases
the limit n → ∞ of our previous definition exists, but it is trivial in
the sense that starting from a high enough n0 for any n ≥ n0 µn(i
⋆
Cf)
is independent of n. The known examples of measures that can be
constructed in this way include the Ashtekar-Lewandowski measure
(the homogeneous measure) and distributional measures peaked on
flat connections.
Our objective is to emulate the Lattice Gauge Theory procedure to
find a theory in the continuum, which is much more powerful. There
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are many examples of collections {µn} which are not projectively com-
patible, but as n increases they become more and more compatible in
the sense of the definition given above. It is easy to exhibit examples
of nontrivial convergence for sigma models, and one can also construct
them for gauge fields.
When the continuum limit exist, the measure µM can be coarse
grained to define measures in all the spaces ASdn(∆)-flat. Clearly this
sequence of measures will be projectively compatible. These measures
should be considered as “completely renormalized.” In general they
differ from the original effective measure used to construct the contin-
uum limit measure, but in the sense of the limit defined above they
differ less and less as we approach the continuum limit.
In a restricted version of our framework where we consider only reg-
ular cellular decompositions we can simply declare that the effective
measures are the ones used in lattice gauge theory (by a renormal-
ization group procedure). From this point of view there is a whole
body of evidence supporting the existence of nontrivial physically in-
teresting measures. A more detailed study of the relation between our
framework and standard lattice gauge theory is needed.
The question arises of which measures on A¯M can be defined as
a continuum limit. This question and many others are outside of the
scope of this article. A detailed measure theoretical study of this
continuum limit is certainly needed.
3 Coarse graining and
fiber bundle structure
Consider a situation in which we have two effective theories, one of
which is based on finer knowledge of the system. The coarser and
the finer effective theories should be related by a renormalization pro-
cedure which adjusts the coupling constants to account for the bulk
effect of averaging out the degrees of freedom of the finer theory which
are considered as fluctuations over the degrees of freedom relevant for
the coarser theory.
In the previous section we defined spaces of effective connections.
The space of connections related to a finer theory contains that of a
coarser theory. Physically this will let us treat the degrees of free-
dom used to describe coarser configurations as background degrees of
freedom.
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In this section we define a coarse graining procedure based on a
choice of fibration which organizes the remaining degrees of freedom of
the finer theory as fluctuations over each of the coarser (background)
configurations. This fibration and Fubini’s theorem tell us how to
integrate out the fluctuations; a measure for the coarser theory is
induced by coarse graining the measure for the finer theory.
Definition 5 (Coarse graining maps) A natural coarse graining
in our setting is induced by a choice of representative embedding EmbL(C) :
L(C)→M .
πC
.
= (Emb⋆L(C)|A
C-flat/G¯M,⋆
)−1 ◦Emb⋆L(C) : A¯M/G¯M,⋆ → AC-flat/G¯M,⋆,
where Emb⋆L(C) : AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AL(C)/GL(C),b is an isomorphism.
πC
.
= (Emb⋆L(C)|AC-flat,A0
)−1 ◦ PA0 ◦ Emb
⋆
L(C) : A¯M → AC-flat,A0 ,
where PA0 : AL(C) → AL(C),A0 is the partial gauge fixation and Emb
⋆
L(C) :
AC-flat,A0 → AL(C),A0 is an isomorphism. Given C1 ≤ C2
πC2→C1
.
= πC1 |A
C2-flat
/G¯M,⋆ : AC2-flat/G¯M,⋆ → AC1-flat/G¯M,⋆.
πC2→C1
.
= πC1 |A
C2-flat,A0
: AC2-flat,A0 → AC1-flat,A0 .
5
In the rest of this section we will treat three different subjects
in corresponding subsections. In the first subsection we will give a
minimal example of our spaces of effective configurations and coarse
graining maps; in addition we use the example to motivate the gen-
eral result of the following subsection. In the second subsection we
present a theorem describing the fiber bundle structure induced by
our coarse graining maps. In the final subsection we then study the
effect of coarse graining on measures; in particular we treat the issue of
renormalization prescriptions: conditions that relate the measures on
different effective theories “asking them to describe the same physical
system.”
5When working on the spaces AL(Ci) the relevant coarse graining map is πC2→C1 =
Emb⋆1,2, where Emb1,2 : L(C1)→ L(C2) represents a C2-equivalence class of representative
embeddings EmbL(C1). Note that this map is not a projection. The ambiguity in our
notation should be resolved by the context.
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3.1 A minimal example
Here we present a minimal example and use it to begin our exploration
of the general properties of the coarse graining map. For concreteness
we present it at the partially gauge fixed level.
Consider a closed disc (a two dimensional closed ball) with the
cellular decompositions C1, C2 described in the figure below. These
cellular decompositions induce the auxiliary lattices L(C1), L(C2) also
depicted in the figure. In the parametrizations described in the previ-
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Figure 2: Two cellular decompositions of the disc, C1 ≤ C2.
ous section we can write
A ∈ AL(C1),A0 as A = (g1, g2, g3, g4) ∈ G
4,
g ∈ GL(C1),A0 as g = (ga, gb, gc) ∈ G
3,
A′ ∈ AL(C2),A0 as A
′ = (g′1, g
′
2, g
′
3, g
′
4, g
′
5, g
′
6, g
′
7, g
′
8) ∈ G
8 and
g′ ∈ GL(C2),A0 as g
′ = (g′a, g
′
b, g
′
c, g
′
d, g
′
e) ∈ G
5.
We will also use the subgroup of gauge transformations that are the
identity at a vertex, our notation will be
g ∈ GL(C1),A0,b as g = (ga, gc) ∈ G
2 and
g′ ∈ GL(C2),A0,b as g
′ = (g′a, g
′
c, g
′
d, g
′
e) ∈ G
4.
The corresponding connections modulo gauge can be written as
[A] ∈ AL(C1),A0/GL(C1),A0,b as A = (gl1, gl2) ∈ G
2 and
[A′] ∈ AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b as [A
′] = (g′l′1, g
′
l′2, g
′
l′3, g
′
l′4) ∈ G
4,
where l1 = 2−1 ◦ 3−1 ◦ 1 and l2 = 1−1 ◦ 4 ◦ 2 are loops in L(C1) based
at b, and l′1 = 2−1 ◦ 5−1 ◦ 1, l′2 = 3−1 ◦ 6 ◦ 2, l′3 = 4−1 ◦ 7−1 ◦ 3 and
l′4 = 1−1 ◦ 8 ◦ 4 are loops in L(C2) based at b.
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The maps induced by refining (the inclusion of C-flat connections)
on connections iC1→C2 : AL(C1),A0 → AL(C2),A0 and gauge transfor-
mations iC1→C2 : GL(C1),A0 → GL(C2),A0 are
iC1→C2(A) = (g1, g2, g2, g2, g3, id, id, g4),
iC1→C2(g) = (ga, gb, gc, gc, gc).
In addition, the three different coarse graining maps depending on the
choice of embedding Emb1,2 : L(C1)→ L(C2) are
π1(A
′) = (g′1, g
′
2, g
′
5, g
′
8(g
′
7)
−1g′6),
π1(g
′) = (g′a, g
′
b, g
′
d),
π2(A
′) = (g′1, g
′
3, g
′
5(g
′
6)
−1, g′8(g
′
7)
−1),
π2(g
′) = (g′a, g
′
b, g
′
c),
π3(A
′) = (g′1, g
′
4, g
′
5(g
′
6)
−1g′7, g
′
8)
π3(g
′) = (g′a, g
′
b, g
′
e).
It is easy to verify that the maps iC1→C2 and πi descend to the
quotient by gauge transformations since iC1→C2(g(A)) =
iC1→C2(g)(iC1→C2(A)), and πi(g
′(A′)) = πi(g
′)(πi(A
′)).
We will work out the example using the projection π1. The other
projections πi yield the same structures. Our study will show that in
this example (AL(C2),A0 , π1,AL(C1),A0) and
(AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b, π1,AL(C1),A0/GL(C2),A0,b) are principal fiber bun-
dles with structure group G4 and G2 respectively. In addition, they
have a preferred global section induced by the refining maps (inclusion
of C-flat connections).
On the other hand, (AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0 , π1,AL(C1),A0/GL(C2),A0)
has the structure of a bundle where neither the total space nor the
base are manifolds and where most fibers are homeomorphic to G2, the
only exceptions being the fibers over non generic connections modulo
gauge, which are not typical. For example, the fiber over the flat
connection is the quotient space generated by two copies of the gauge
group modulo the adjoint action, G2/AdG. We will not study this
space directly; the most illuminating fact about it is that it is the
quotient of the principal fiber bundle
(AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b, π1,AL(C1),A0/AL(C2),A0,b) by G, that is a finite
dimensional Lie group.
Now we start with the study of the typical fiber of
(AL(C2),A0 , π1,AL(C1),A0).
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Given any A0 = (g
◦
1 , g
◦
2 , g
◦
3 , g
◦
4) ∈ AL(C1),A0 the fiber over it can be
parametrized as
π−11 (A0) = {(g
◦
1 , g
◦
2 , g3, g4, g
◦
3 , g7(g8)
−1g◦4 , g7, g8)}.
Then all the fibers of (AL(C2),A0 , π1,AL(C1),A0) are homeomorphic
to G4.
A bit of graphical thinking will let us understand this example
and generalize the result. At the non gauge invariant level G4 ap-
pears because we have eight unknowns (the number of edges in L(C2))
and four restrictions (the number of edges in L(C1)). Once we have
found one solution to the conditions, we can generate more solu-
tions in two ways: (i) modifying only holonomies along edges in the
graph L(C2)− Emb1,2(L(C1)), (ii) modifying holonomies along edges
of L(C2) covered by Emb1,2(L(C1)) without modifying the induced
holonomies in the edges of L(C1).
In our example (i) corresponds to modifying the components of
A′ assigned to edges 3, 4 of L(C2). Whereas (ii) must be achieved
by modifications that involve the components of A′ assigned to edges
6, 7, 8 of L(C2) without modifying the holonomy along the image by
Emb1,2 of edge 4 of L(C1). Of course, these modifications can be of
the form of “gauge transformations” acting on vertices c, e of L(C2).
Moreover, these transformations of the “gauge transformation” style
together with type (i) transformations generate all the possible mod-
ifications of solutions to the restrictions.
Then, consider the following G2 ×G2 left action on AL(C2),A0
Fν3,ν4;νc,νe(g
◦
1 , . . . , g
◦
8) =
(g◦1 , g
◦
2 , νcg
◦
3ν
−1
3 , νeg
◦
4ν
−1
4 , g
◦
5 , νcg
◦
6 , νcg
◦
7ν
−1
e , g
◦
8ν
−1
e ).
In our notation type (i) transformations are parametrized by (ν3, ν4) ∈
G2 and type (ii) transformations are parametrized by (νc, νe) ∈ G
2.
Our argument in the previous paragraph implies that the map
Fν preserves fibers, π1(A′0) = π1(Fν(A
′
0)). Furthermore, it gives a
bijection between each fiber and G4. Then (AL(C2),A0 , π1,AL(C2),A0)
is a G4 principal fiber bundle.
Now we would like to describe the typical fiber of
(AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b, π1,AL(C1),A0/GL(C1),A0,b);
the procedure will follow our previous analysis closely. Given any
[A0] = (g
◦
l1, g
◦
l2) ∈ AL(C1),A0/GL(C1),A0,b the fiber over it can be parametrized
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as
π−11 ([A0]) = {(g
◦
l1, g
′
l′2, g
′
l′3, g
◦
2g
′−1
l′3 g
′−1
l′2 )}.
Then all the fibers of (AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b, π1,AL(C1),A0/GL(C1),A0,b)
are homeomorphic to G2.
Consider the following G2 left action on AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b
F˜ν1,ν2(g
′
l′1, g
′
l′2, g
′
l′3, g
′
l′4) = (1)
(g′l′1, ν1g
′
l′2, ν2g
′
l′3ν
−1
1 , g
′
l′4ν
−1
2 ). (2)
Note that it is the action induced by Fν at the gauge invariant level.
Clearly the map F˜ν preserves fibers, π1([A
′
0]) = π1(F˜ν([A
′
0])). Fur-
thermore, it gives a bijection between each fiber and G2. Then
(AL(C2),A0/GL(C2),A0,b, π1,AL(C1),A0/GL(C1),A0,b) is a G
2 principal fiber
bundle.
3.2 Fiber bundle structure
Theorem 3 Given a cellular decomposition and a refinement of it,
C1 ≤ C2, the triples (AC2-flat/GC2,⋆, πC2→C1 ,AC1-flat/GC1,⋆) and
(AC2-flat,A0 , πC2→C1 ,AC1-flat,A0) are principal fiber bundles with a pre-
ferred global section induced by the refining maps (inclusion of C-flat
connections).
Proof.
The proof of the general case is entirely analogous to our treatment
of the example. Here we present it only at the gauge invariant level.
AC2-flat/GC2,⋆ – or equivalently, AL(C2)/GL(C2),b – is parametrized
by GN1(L(C2))−(N0(L(C2))−1).
Once the base space point is fixed in the parametrization of
AC1-flat/GC1,⋆ as G
N1(L(C1))−(N0(L(C1))−1), the locus of the fiber over
it is found by solving N1(L(C1))− (N0(L(C1))− 1) conditions on the
variables GN1(L(C2))−(N0(L(C2))−1).
When a solution has been found for these equations, one can find
all the other solutions trough a
G[N1(L(C2))−(N0(L(C2))−1)]−[N1(L(C1))−(N0(L(C1))−1)] action, F˜ν , of the
gauge transformation type described in 1.
Clearly the map F˜ν preserves fibers and gives a bijection between
each fiber and G[N1(L(C2))−(N0(L(C2))−1)]−[N1(L(C1))−(N0(L(C1))−1)].
✷
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Since the C-effective theory is isomorphic to a lattice gauge theory,
it is clear that configuration observables correspond to holonomies and
momentum observables correspond to left invariant vector fields. The
set of these observables is an algebra under a Poisson bracket product
and is called the holonomy flux algebra, H-F(C).
The pull back of the coarse graining map takes holonomies from
H-F(C1) to H-F(C2) and the left invariant push forward of the refining
map can be used to bring fluxes from H-F(C1) to H-F(C2). We call
this map π̂⋆C2→C1 . It turns out that
Corollary 2 If C1 ≤ C2
π̂⋆C2→C1 : H-F(C1)→ H-F(C2)
is a ⋆-algebra embedding.
The proof of this statement, a detailed study of coarse graining within
the algebraic approach and phase space effective theories will be treated
elsewhere.
3.3 Coarse graining effective measures
In subsection 2.3 we defined a construction of measures in A¯M as a con-
tinuum limit of effective measures on the spaces AC-flat. If C1 ≤ C2,
the effective measures µC1 and µC2 have to be related by coarse grain-
ing (at least approximately) because they define effective theories for
the same physical system. Assume that we have chosen a projection
map πC2→C1 , which amounts to having chosen certain degrees of free-
dom on AC2-flat as fluctuations over the background configurations
iC1→C2AC1-flat.
Definition 6 (Exact renormalization prescription)
(πC2→C1)⋆µC2 = µC1 .
The definition means that for any cylindrical function f of AC1-flat we
have
∫
A
C1-flat
fdµC1 =
∫
A
C2-flat
π⋆C2→C1fdµC2 . Its physical interpre-
tation is that any scale C1 observable can either be measured by µC1
on the space AC1-flat or be “observed at scale C2” as a rather coarse
function and measured by µC2 on the space AC2-flat producing exactly
the same results.
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Given any refining sequence C1 ≤ C2 ≤ ... ≤ Cn ≤ ... there are
choices of projections that make the corresponding exact renormal-
ization prescriptions compatible. This is because the following lemma
holds.
Lemma 4 Given any three cellular decompositions related by refine-
ment C1 ≤ C2 ≤ C3 there are choices of embeddings Embi,j : L(Ci)→
L(Cj) which induce projections πCj→Ci = Emb
⋆
i,j : AL(Cj) → AL(Ci)
that make the following triangle diagram commute.
✲
❅
❅
❅
❅❘  
 
 
 ✒
πC3→C1
πC3→C2πC2→C1
AL(C1) AL(C3)
AL(C2)
Proof.
Fix Emb1,2 : L(C1) → L(C2) and Emb2,3 : L(C2) → L(C3). Clearly
Emb2,3 ◦ Emb1,2 : L(C1) → L(C3) sends holonomicaly independent
paths into holonomicaly independent paths, and it also represents a
C3-equivalence class of embeddings EmbL(C1) : L(C1) → M as re-
quired.
✷
In particular one can choose compatible exact renormalization pre-
scriptions for the refining sequence ∆ ≤ Sd(∆) ≤ ... ≤ Sdn(∆) ≤ ....
In this case a solution of such chain of conditions would yield a se-
quence of projectively compatible measures {µn}. Thus, the contin-
uum limit 4 would exist and define a measure µM on A¯M .
It is important to remark that a collection of compatible embed-
dings that makes the exact renormalization prescriptions compatible
can also be used to define the projective limit more commonly used in
loop quantization and that the results are compatible in the following
sense.
Theorem 4 Given a family of compatible projections
{πn+1→n : ASdn+1(∆)-flat → ASdn(∆)-flat} the projective limit of the
spaces ASdn(∆)-flat is A˜M,∆.
In addition, the collection of projectively compatible measures {µn}
defines a measure µ˜M on A˜M,∆ which is compatible with our contin-
uum limit measure in the sense that
i⋆µ˜M = µM ,
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where i : A˜M,∆ → A¯M is the inclusion map.
The proof of this theorem is a simple corollary of definitions. Of course
the continuum limit in these cases is trivial in the sense that starting
from a high enough n0 for any n ≥ n0 µn(i
⋆
Cf) is independent of n.
Our continuum limit of measures significantly extends the projec-
tive limit and this extension is of interest for physical applications. We
say that because there are many examples of collections {µn} which
are not projectively compatible, but as n increases they become more
and more compatible in a way that makes the continuum limit exist.
More significantly, the construction of measures by standard lattice
gauge theory can be imported to a restricted version of our frame-
work where we consider only regular cellular decompositions. From
this point of view there is a whole body of evidence supporting the
existence of nontrivial physically interesting measures.
In standard lattice gauge theory the used renormalization prescrip-
tions are much weaker that our exact renormalization prescription:
they ask only that some correlation functions chosen by their phys-
ical importance be preserved by coarse graining. Also, the allowed
measures in LGT are of a very constrained type; only a few coupling
constants completely specify their measures. With a smaller space of
allowed measures and weaker renormalization prescriptions they are
able to generate a flow in the space of coupling constants, which flows
in the direction of refinement. We have followed and implemented
their ideas in a few examples of our framework [3].
What about compatible renormalization prescriptions relating the
effective theories assigned to all the cellular decompositions? Con-
sider two refining sequences that share a cellular decomposition C.
A choice of compatible projections for a refining sequence completely
determines the embedding map EmbL(C) : L(C) → M . Thus, if one
chooses independently the two families of compatible projections, it
could happen that the induced embedding EmbL(C) : L(C)→M may
be different for the two sequences. This would mean that the projec-
tion from A¯M to AC-flat would depend on the coarse graining route.
If the coarse graining between two effective theories depends on the
coarse graining route, there would be one exact renormalization pre-
scription per path and they would not be compatible with each other.
Weather there are choices of embeddings that avoid “coarse grain-
ing route dependence” or there aren’t, and many other issues about
renormalization prescriptions will be treated in [3].
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Again we stress that the lattice gauge theory experience tells us
that non exact renormalization prescriptions are more interesting than
exact ones. Then, the more relevant question would be about com-
patibility of (non exact) renormalization prescriptions. In this context
it is known that coarse graining does depend on the coarse graining
route. A familiar example is performing Migdal-Kadanoff blocking in
two dimensions first in the x direction and then in the y direction, or
reversing the order of the blocking. In this case the issue is resolved by
symmetry considerations; a treatment of symmetries in our framework
is presented in [5].
4 Action of “diffeomorphisms”
Clearly general fiber bundle maps do not leave the spaces of C-flat
connections invariant, but their action is very simple.
Theorem 5 AC-flat ⊂ A¯M is not left invariant by the pull back of
fiber bundle maps. Instead
f⋆(AC-flat) = Af˜−1C-flat
where f˜ is the map induced by f in the base space.
We leave the simple proof of this theorem to the reader.
In this work the relevant fiber bundle maps are the ones that pre-
serve the space of cellular decompositions of the base space that we
are considering. Thus, we should focus either on piecewise analytic
(also called stratified analytic) or on piecewise linear maps. However,
we loosely refer to them as “diffeomorphisms.”
For convenience we write AC-flat/G¯M,⋆ as
(
A
G
)
C
.
If the theory under study has diffeomorphism symmetry our con-
struction of spaces of effective configurations breaks that symmetry.
However, we can define a space of “diffeomorphism” invariant con-
figurations by injecting
(
A
G
)
C
into A¯M/G¯M,⋆ and using the notion of
“diffeomorphism” equivalence there.
Definition 7 Two connections modulo gauge [A1], [A2] ∈
(
A
G
)
C
are
said to be “diffeomorphism” equivalent,
[A1] ∼d [A2],
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if and only if there is a “diffeomorphism” f˜ of M (that has ⋆ ∈M as
a fixed point and) such that f˜⋆[A1] = [A2]. (We are considering the
action f˜⋆ defined by f⋆ : A¯M/G¯M,⋆ → A¯M/G¯M,⋆ for any bundle map
f that induces f˜ on the base space and whose restriction to the fiber
over ⋆ ∈M is the identity.)
Consider two cellular decompositions C1 and C2 = f˜(C1) (with
f˜(⋆) = ⋆). Clearly the quotient spaces
(AG )C1
∼d
and
(AG )C2
∼d
are identified
by f˜⋆. Moreover, the identification would be the same for any other
“diffeomorphism” which relates the two cellular decompositions and
has ⋆ ∈M as a fixed point.
Thus, we define the space of “diffeomorphism” invariant effective
configurations at scale [C] as
(
A
G ×D
)
[C]
.
=
(
A
G
)
C
∼d
,
for any C in the “diffeomorphism” equivalence class [C] (relative to
the subgroup of “diffeomorphisms” that fixes ⋆ ∈M).
It is important to remark that the equivalence relation ∼d is not in-
duced by the space of automorphisms of the abstract cellular complex
underlaying C. Even for a regular cellular decomposition whose au-
tomorphism group is large, ∼d is larger than the equivalence relation
induced by automorphisms of C.
There is a construction of effective configurations – AK-flat ⊂ A¯M
(where K is an abstract cellular complex) – which does not break
the “diffeomorphism” symmetry. One can take quotient by the “dif-
feomorphism” group of AK-flat to find a space of “diffeomorphism”
invariant configurations finding the same space that we just defined
[5].
From the point of view of the framework mentioned above, the
framework presented in this article is partially gauge fixed with respect
to the “diffeomorphism” group. The complex nature of the equivalence
relation ∼d in
(
A
G
)
C
as compared to the transparent action of the
“diffeomorphism” group in A¯M means that this partial gauge fixation
would not help if we want to analyze the “diffeomorphism” symmetry.
However, many other aspects (including those presented in this paper)
are much simpler to study in the gauge fixed framework.
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Appendix
For the convenience of the reader we give a minimal recollection of
definitions and properties needed in the main body of the paper. The
subjects covered are:
1. Generalized connections
2. Cellular decompositions of a manifold and the limit C →M
Generalized connections
Generalized connections lie at the core of loop quantized theories.
Consider a G-principal fiber bundle (E,ϕ,M). In the physics lit-
erature it is customary to denote the space of smooth G-connections
on that fiber bundle simply by AM . However, topologically different
G-bundles over M lead to different spaces of smooth connections.
A generalized connection A ∈ A¯M is an assignment (a semigroup
morphism) of holonomies to oriented paths in M
A(γ) : ϕ−1(s(γ))→ ϕ−1(t(γ)),
where s(γ) and t(γ) denote the source and target points of γ. A
holonomy must be compatible with the right G-action on the fiber
bundle, A(γ)[xg] = A(γ)[x]g for any g ∈ G and any x ∈ ϕ−1(s(γ)).
Holonomies can be composed when the corresponding paths can. Ask-
ing that the assignment be a morphism means that A(γ2 ◦ γ1) =
A(γ2) ◦ A(γ1). We remark that paths of the form c
−1 ◦ c are re-
garded as equivalent to the path that stays at the single point s(c);
thus A(c−1) = A(c)−1.
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It is important to emphasize that there are no requirements of
smoothness or even continuity for the holonomy assignments with re-
spect to deformations of the path. Analogously the group of gauge
transformations acts on holonomy assignments without any continu-
ity restrictions. If one imposes restrictions of this type on the space of
connections and the space of gauge transformations, one can recover
the space of smooth connections modulo gauge.
At the gauge invariant level the focus changes to group homomor-
phisms from the group of ⋆ ∈ M -based oriented loops (modulo an
equivalence relation that prevents holonomical triviality), PM,⋆, to G.
The space of such homomorphisms is the space of gauge equivalence
classes of generalized connections
A¯M/G¯M,⋆ = Hom(PM,⋆, G).
Again no continuity restrictions are imposed. If one imposes this type
of conditions one can reconstruct the space of smooth connections
modulo gauge. In fact, it is in exactly this terms that the reconstruc-
tion theorems are enounced and proven [4].
Instead of placing continuity restrictions from classical consid-
erations, one defines a different topology for A¯M/G¯M,⋆. By defi-
nition this is the weakest topology for which cylindrical functions,
Cyl(A¯M/G¯M,⋆), are continuous. Cylindrical functions are functions
on A¯M/G¯M,⋆ induced by continuous functions on finitely many copies
of G by the choice of a based loop for each copy of G. With respect
to this topology, the space A¯M/G¯M,⋆ is independent of the topology
of the total space of the fiber bundle. This finishes with our definition
of A¯M/G¯M,⋆.
Cellular decompositions and the limit C →M
A typical example of a cellular decomposition is a triangulation of the
sphere whose cells are: four triangles, six edges and four vertices.
A cellular decomposition C of a manifold M is a presentation of it
as a union of disjoint cells
M = ∪cα∈Ccα,
cα ∪ cβ = ∅ if α 6= β.
Each cell cα is the image of an open convex polyhedron in R
n(α) with
n(α) between zero and dimM . Then, we can specify a cell by a pair
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consisting of an open convex polyhedron in Rn and a map that takes
the polyhedron to M ,
cα = (pα, φα).
To be precise we have to say what kind of maps do we consider. In this
work we consider maps φα : R
n(α) → M which are either piecewise
analytic or piecewise linear.
The n-skeleton of a cellular decomposition C(n) is the collection
of cells of dimension smaller or equal to n. For example, C(dimM) is
C and C(0) is the set of vertices of C. In our work we use the one
dimensional complex C(1) because it is a lattice.
Notice that the set of cellular decompositions of a manifold admits
a partial order relation that tell us if a cellular decomposition C2 is
finer than another one C1. We write
C1 ≤ C2
if any cell in the coarser decomposition is a finite union of cells of the
finer decomposition.
Triangulations (or simplicial decompositions) are particular exam-
ples of cellular decompositions where the polyhedra used are only
simplices. In this category of cellular decompositions one can eas-
ily define the barycentric subdivision operation that produces a finer
cellular decomposition, ∆ ≤ Sd(∆). The new triangulation Sd(∆) is
easily constructed inductively:
1. To each simplicial cell δα ∈ ∆ one assigns a zero dimensional cell
in Sd(∆) called the barycenter of δα. (For zero dimensional cells
the barycenter coincides with the original cell.)
2. For one dimensional simplicial cells the cone over their boundary
with vertex in their barycenter is a simplicial subdivision of δα.
We call it the barycentric subdivision of δα, Sd(δα).
3. The barycentric subdivision of the union of cells is by definition
the union of the barycentric subdivision of the cells, Sd(δα∪δβ) =
Sd(δα) ∪ Sd(δβ).
4. Assume that Sd is defined for cells of dimension n− 1.
5. The boundary of an n dimensional simplicial cell ∂(δα) is the
union of n− 1 dimensional simplicial cells. The cone over
Sd(∂(δα)) with vertex in the barycenter of δα is defined as Sd(δα).
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The partial order of cellular decompositions is directed in the di-
rection of refinement. This means that given any two cellular decom-
positions C1, C2 there is third one such that C1 ≤ C3 and C2 ≤ C3.
With this property in mind is that we restrict to piecewise analytic
or piecewise linear cellular decompositions; the directionality property
would not hold if we allowed any smooth map.
The directionality property is the one that will let us talk about the
continuum limit as a limit towards “the finest cellular decomposition.”
For example if there is any physically meaningful number calculated
in an effective theory associated to a cellular decomposition N(C), we
would like it to have a finite limit when we remove the cut-off. Our
notation is N(M) = limC→M N(C), where the directionality property
of the partial order gives a meaning to the limit “in terms of epsilons
and deltas as in ordinary calculus.” When one is talking about objects
different than numbers one has to specify the meaning of limC→M ; here
we simply remark that the directionality of the partial order makes it
possible to define a variety of such limits.
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